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Abstract
We present an algebraic extension of standard coalgebraic speci%cation techniques for state-
based systems which allows us to integrate constants and n-ary operations in a smooth way
and which leads to institutions enabling the use of modular speci%cation techniques. A sound
and complete proof system for %rst-order observational properties of modular speci%cations is
given. The framework of (; )-structures that we present can be considered as the result of a
transformation of concepts of observational logic as in Hennicker and Bidoit (in: A. Haeberer
(Ed.), Algebraic Methodology and Software Technology (AMAST’98), Lecture Notes in Com-
puter Science, vol. 1548, Springer, Berlin, 1999) into the coalgebraic world. Moreover, it is
shown that the features of (; )-structures that make them suitable models for an observational
approach to speci%cations can be categorically expressed by the fact that the operation mapping
an (; )-structure to its behaviour is a %bred idempotent monad. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we propose a framework, called (;)-structures, for the algebraic
extension of coalgebraic speci%cations of state-based systems (in particular, of object-
oriented programs). The underlying ideas stem from the (algebraic) framework of ob-
servational logic presented in [14] and from similar ideas of swinging data types [30]
and recent extensions of hidden algebra (see [8, 10]). We show that the basic principles
of observational logic can be transferred into the coalgebraic setting thus leading to a
Aexible extension of current coalgebraic speci%cation techniques (cf. [16, 32]).
The speci%c goals of our approach are to integrate constants and n-ary operations, to
allow arbitrary %rst-order formulas for specifying observational properties of systems,
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to use a loose semantics approach in order to obtain suFcient Aexibility for the choice
of implementations, to support modularity, and to provide a sound and complete proof
system for the veri%cation of observational properties.
The starting point of our study is a consideration of standard coalgebraic speci%cation
techniques in the case where a polynomial functor  :Set→Set is used to represent
the possible operations on a (non-observable) state space X . As a simple example let
us consider the following usual operations on bank accounts
bal : X → Z; update : X × Z→ X;
which are extracted from the functor
X = Z× X Z
as the projections of the transition function  :X →Z×X Z (whereby, for update, we
use the fact that functions X →X Z correspond to functions X ×Z→X ). According
to the de%nition of  both operations bal and update are used to de%ne an indistin-
guishability relation for bank accounts (formally expressed by -bisimulation). Thereby
two bank accounts a and b are indistinguishable (in the following also called obser-
vationally equivalent), if each of the observable experiments :bal, :update(n):bal,
:update(n1):update(n2):bal ; : : : yields the same result whether applied to a or to b.
We believe that using both operations, bal and update, for determining the observa-
tional equivalence of accounts imposes unnecessary complexity (for instance, for the
construction of the %nal -coalgebra) and does also not express our intuition of ob-
servationally equivalent accounts since the essential information carried by an account
is simply given by its balance whereas the update operation is just a method which
does not reveal any new information. On the contrary, the update operation has to
respect the observational equality of accounts (since, obviously, if two accounts have
the same balance and then are credited by the same amount they should have again
the same balance after the operation is performed).
As a consequence of this discussion we propose to split the set of operations of
a speci%cation into “true” observers (in the following simply called observers) and
the “other” operations (in the following simply called operations). 1 Thereby it is the
task of the speci%er to choose the observers in such a way that they determine an
appropriate observational equivalence for the objects under consideration. This is quite
analogous to the speci%cation of abstract data types and functional programs where
also a decision has to be made which operations are to be considered as constructors
for the data and which operations have to be de%ned by induction on the constructors.
Technically, this splitting in observers and operations is achieved by using two func-
tors ;  :Set→Set such that  de%nes a coalgebra structure (for the observers) and
 de%nes an algebra structure (for the operations). Thereby it is assumed that the
1 This splitting is also the basic idea of the algebraic frameworks [14, 30] including current versions of
hidden algebra [8, 10] (in contrast to earlier approaches [9] where all operations having a state sort (hidden
sort) as argument are implicitly regarded as observers).
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observers have only one argument of a state sort 2 while the operations can contain
constants and n-ary operations on states. 3 Typically, the operations will be de%ned by
coinduction w.r.t. the observers. For instance, the signature of bank accounts can be
represented by the two functors
X = X × Z; X = Z;
representing update :X ×Z→X and bal :X →Z, respectively. A coinductive de%nition
of update is x:update(n):bal = x:bal + n.
Another important point supporting our analysis concerns the question of modu-
lar observational speci%cations. The following example shows that the distinction be-
tween observers and operations is necessary if we want to be able to do modular
observational speci%cations. Here, ‘observational’ means that the logic does not distin-
guish between models and their behaviours and, in particular, that equality on states
is interpreted by observational equivalence. Modularity then requires that the obser-
vational equivalence of a single component is preserved if this component is com-
bined with other components. This can only be guaranteed if no “new” observers
for the given component are introduced by the overall system. For instance, sup-
pose we have a component for persons with observers name; address : person→ string
and we want to import this component into another component for accounts. Then
the account-component must not introduce a new observer, say birthdate for persons
(otherwise, importing the person-component would change the observational equiva-
lence of the person-component which in turn would not allow us any more to trans-
fer to accounts properties proved for persons). The account-component may only in-
troduce observers for accounts, like bal : account→ int or owner : account→ person.
However, it is important to note that the splitting of the signatures in observers
and operations allows the account-component to contain arbitrary non-observer op-
erations with arguments of type person like change owner : account; person→ account
(since these operations do not contribute to the de%nition of the observational
equivalence).
The paper is divided into two parts. Sections 2–4 introduce the framework of (;)-
structures, Sections 5–7 show how this framework can be applied to the observational
approach of algebraic speci%cations. In more detail the content is the following.
Section 2 contains notational conventions and recalls some technical preliminaries.
In Section 3 an (;)-structure is de%ned as an algebra–coalgebra pair ( :X →X ,
 :X →X ) such that the operations of the algebra part respect the observational
equivalence determined by the observers of the coalgebra part (i.e. the operations are
2 To our knowledge, this restriction is also assumed in all other approaches which require the existence
of %nal structures.
3 In the current presentation a map f :X →A from state to data has to be an observer. This restriction is
not essential: one could allow the set of data A to be one component of the many-sorted state space which
would make it possible to consider f as an algebraic operation.
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compatible with the greatest bisimulation induced by ). 4 Several characterisations of
(;)-structures are given which show the adequacy of this notion. Finally, we discuss
some consequences of de%ning algebraic operations coinductively.
Section 4 requires some familiarity with monads and %bred category theory but the
results needed later are stated without using these notions. It is shown that the features
of (;)-structures that make them suitable models for an observational approach to
speci%cations can be categorically expressed by the fact that the operation mapping an
(;)-structure to its behaviour is a %bred idempotent monad. As a consequence we
obtain – under a natural condition on the satisfaction relation – that the categories of
(;)-structures give rise to institutions. This in turn enables a modular approach to
speci%cations.
Section 5 gives an extended example illustrating that for certain functors ; the
framework of Section 3 specialises to observational algebraic speci%cations.
In Section 6, it is shown that for these functors and a special choice of signa-
ture morphisms one obtains an institution for observational speci%cations of (;)-
structures. In particular, we consider speci%cations Sp=(;;Ax) with a set Ax of
%rst-order axioms and we de%ne the (loose) semantics of Sp as the class of all (;)-
structures (; ) which -satisfy the axioms Ax. This means that (; ) satis%es Ax up
to -bisimilarity of elements which allows us to focus on observable properties and
to abstract from internal (non-visible) properties of states. As a consequence of the
distinction of observers and operations we obtain a straightforward method for coin-
ductive speci%cations of the operations by a complete case distinction w.r.t. the given
observers.
For proving observable properties of a speci%cation we present in Section 7 a sound,
complete and modular proof system.
2. Notation and technical preliminaries
Given a category C and two functors ; :C→C and an object X ∈C, mor-
phisms  :X →X and  :X →X are called algebras and coalgebras, respectively.
An algebra morphism f : → ′ of algebras  :X →X , ′ :X ′→X ′ is a mor-
phism f :X →X ′ in C such that f ◦ = ′ ◦f. Analogously, a coalgebra morphism
f : → ′ of coalgebras  :X →X , ′ :X ′→X ′ is a morphism f :X →X ′ in C such
that f ◦ = ′ ◦f. Algebras and coalgebras form categories C and C, respectively.
Following Malcolm [26] we call a pair (; ) of an algebra  :X →X and a coalgebra
 :X →X on the same object X an algebra–coalgebra pair. Algebra–coalgebra-pair
morphisms are morphisms that are both algebra and coalgebra morphisms.
4 Algebra–coalgebra pairs are also considered in [26], but without assuming the above compatibility re-
quirement for (; )-structures and with another morphism notion. It is, however, interesting to observe
that the technical postulates used to achieve the results of [26] indeed force algebra–coalgebra pairs to be
(; )-structures.
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In this paper, C will always be the category Setn, n∈N, of n-sorted sets. More
precisely, an object X ∈Setn is a family (Xi)16i6n and an arrow f :X →Y is a family
of functions (fi :Xi→Yi)16i6n. The identity arrow and composition are de%ned com-
ponentwise. A feature of the category Setn that we use tacitly is that epis (monos with
nonempty source) have a right (left) inverse and are hence preserved by functors.
The notion of a -bisimulation is well known but we will recall it here to point
out the correspondence to the perhaps less well-known notion of -congruence (see
[36, 28]). Since we do not need bisimulations between two diNerent coalgebras we give
directly the specialised de%nition. A -bisimulation on a coalgebra  :X →X is a
relation R⊂X ×X 5 such that there is an arrow  :R→R that makes the left-hand
diagram below commute. An -congruence on an algebra  :X →X is a relation
R⊂X ×X such that there is an arrow  :R→R that makes the right-hand diagram
below commute. (1; 2 are the canonical projections.)
According to this de%nition, an -congruence need not be an equivalence relation,
but it has to be substitutive, i.e. it is compatible with the algebraic operations . For
example, %x a set A and let  :A×X →X be an algebra. Then R is an -congruence
on  iN for all a∈A, for all x; y∈X it holds that xRy⇒ (a; x)R(a; y).
A ;nal coalgebra  :Z→Z is characterised up to isomorphism by the property
that for all coalgebras  :X →X there is a unique coalgebra morphism ! : → . In
the case that  preserves weak pullbacks 6 this morphism ! is intimately related to the
greatest -bisimulation on  because then ! identi%es exactly the bisimilar elements
of X . Categorically, this property may be expressed by the following lemma [26, 35].
Lemma 2.1. Let  :X →X be a -coalgebra;  :Z→Z a ;nal -coalgebra; and
suppose that  preserves weak pullbacks. Then R⊂X ×X is the greatest bisimulation
on  i< the diagram below is a pullback in Setn:
5 The notions of relation and subset w.r.t. Setn are de%ned componentwise.
6 Weak means that the arrow into the weak pullback may not be unique, see [36, 12] for a discussion. In
the context of this paper all interesting functors preserve weak pullbacks.
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Finally, in Section 4 we will need a lemma about idempotent monads.
Lemma 2.2. Let C be a category; B an operation on the objects of C; and; for each
M ∈C; let M :M→BM be epi in C. Moreover; assume that for each f :M→BN
there is f# such that
commutes. Then (B; ; (−)#) is an idempotent monad.
Proof. By de%nition of a monad as a Kleisli triple, we have to check for all f :M→
BN; g :L→BM the laws (i) f=f# ◦ M , (ii) (#M )= idBM ; (iii) (f# ◦ g)# =f# ◦ g#.
First note that f# is uniquely determined since M is epi. Law (i) holds by as-
sumption, (ii) follows from uniqueness, and (iii) follows using (i) and uniqueness
(f# ◦ g=(f# ◦ g)# ◦ L and f# ◦ g=f# ◦ (g# ◦ L)). To see that the monad is idempo-
tent we have to show that the ‘multiplication’ (idBM )# :BBM→BM is iso. By (i),
(idBM )# ◦ BM = idBM , that is, BM is split mono, hence iso, hence (idBM )# is iso.
3. (;)-structures
As discussed in the introduction we are interested in structures of the kind X →X
→X where the algebraic part respects the behavioural equivalence 7 expressed by
the coalgebraic part.
Concerning the functors , , we require that they preserve weak pullbacks and
that a %nal -coalgebra exists. The condition that ,  preserve weak pullbacks is
needed for the characterisation of (;)-structures involving bisimulations as given by
Theorem 3.7. The condition that the terminal -coalgebra exists is technically conve-
nient, though not strictly needed: One could alternatively de%ne the behaviour of an
(;)-structure (De%nition 3.3) by taking a quotient w.r.t. largest behavioural equiva-
lence relation (which exists for coalgebras for any functor  on Setn, see [22]).
3.1. Basic de;nitions and results
Denition 3.1 ((;)-structures). Let ; be functors on Setn and let  :Z→Z
be the %nal -coalgebra. Then an algebra–coalgebra pair ( :X →X;  :X →X ) is
called an (;)-structure (on X ) iN there is an arrow h :Z→Z such that the following
diagram commutes (! denotes the unique morphism from the coalgebra  to the %nal
7 Recall that in the coalgebraic approach behavioural equivalence is greatest -bisimulation (in the case
that  preserves weak pullbacks).
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coalgebra ):
Note that h is in general not uniquely determined. But it follows from Proposition 3.4
below that the restriction of h to the image of ! is unique.
The intuition that -operations of (;)-structures are compatible with -observa-
tions is made precise by the following proposition (which, as shown in Theorem 3.7,
is even a characterisation of (;)-structures):
Proposition 3.2. Let (; ) be an (;)-structure on X . The greatest -bisimulation
on the coalgebra  is an -congruence on the algebra .
Proof. The greatest bisimulation R on  is given by the pullback diagram of
Lemma 2.1. Hence ! ◦ 1 = ! ◦ 2. Using h ◦! = ! ◦ , it follows ! ◦ ( ◦1)= ! ◦ ( ◦
2). Since R is a pullback there is a mapping (even a unique one)  :R→R making
R into a -congruence.
Consider an (;)-structure (; ) and the corresponding unique morphism ! into
the %nal -coalgebra. Then the image of ! gives rise to an (;)-structure that is –
from the observational point of view – equivalent to (; ) and in which all -bisimilar
elements are identi%ed. Such a structure is called a behaviour. 8
Denition 3.3 (Behaviour). Let X →X →X be an algebra–coalgebra pair,  :Z
→Z %nal in Set and ! : → . Furthermore let X e→ Im(!) m→Z be the unique factori-
sation of ! (as an arrow in Setn) through its image. Then any algebra–coalgebra pair
( S; S) on the image of ! such that the diagram below commutes is called a behaviour
of (; ).
Similarly, we call S the behaviour of .
8 The notion of minimal realisation in [26] is equivalent to our notion of behaviour.
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Since we know from Rutten [36] that a coalgebra morphism uniquely factors through
its image it is clear that S always exists. 9 The important point about the existence of
a behaviour of (; ) is therefore the existence of S.
Proposition 3.4. Let X →X →X be an algebra–coalgebra pair. Then its behaviour
– if it exists – is uniquely determined.
Proof. Uniqueness of S follows from e epi, uniqueness of S from e epi (which, in
turn, is due to the fact that epis in Setn are split).
Note also that any behaviour is its own behaviour. Together with the following
characterisation of behaviours, this implies that all behaviours are (;)-structures.
Theorem 3.5. Let X →X →X be an algebra–coalgebra pair. Then (; ) is an
(;)-structure i< its behaviour exists.
Proof. Let us write X e→ SX m→ Z for the factorisation of ! : → . Consider the fol-
lowing diagram:
and let j be a left inverse of m (i.e. j ◦m= id SX ). For the “only if ” part de%ne
S= j ◦ h ◦m and for the “if ” part let h=m ◦ S ◦j. That the respective conditions
are met in both cases is checked easily.
The proposition and theorem above allow for the following de%nition:
Denition 3.6. Let M be an (;)-structure. We denote the operation that maps an
(;)-structure to its behaviour by B and the operation that maps an (;)-structure
to the unique algebra–coalgebra-pair morphism M :M→BM by .
9 The existence of S can also be guaranteed without the assumption that a %nal coalgebra exists by de%ning
S as the quotient of the coalgebra  w.r.t. the largest behavioural equivalence on , see [22].
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Next, we prove the converse of Proposition 3.2 and thereby give a second charac-
terisation of (;)-structures. 10
Theorem 3.7. Let X →X →X be an algebra–coalgebra pair. Then (; ) is an
(;)-structure i< the greatest -bisimulation on  is an -congruence on .
Proof. The “only if ” part was proved as Proposition 3.2. For the converse we show
that the behaviour of (; ) exists (see Theorem 3.5). Let us write X e→ SX m→Z for
the factorisation of ! : → . From Rutten [36] we know that there is an appropriate
S : SX → SX . To de%ne S : SX → SX we %x a right inverse i of e (i.e. e ◦ i= id SX ) and let
S= e ◦  ◦i.
We have to show that e is an algebra morphism, i.e. S ◦e= e ◦ . Let R be the
greatest bisimulation on  and R →R →R the arrows making R into a congruence
and a bisimulation. Consider the following three layered diagram:
Recall that as a greatest bisimulation R is a pullback. Therefore ( preserving weak
pullbacks) R is a weak pullback. Together with ! ◦i ◦e=! ◦ idX this shows
that there is r :X →R such that the topmost layer commutes. The second layer
commutes since R is a congruence and the third since it is a bisimulation. Now, going
from the top to the bottom yields ! ◦  ◦i ◦e= ! ◦ , and therefore (using !=m ◦ e
and m mono) S ◦e= e ◦ .
In order to obtain a category of (;)-structures we still need an appropriate no-
tion of morphism. Of course, the obvious choice is that of an algebra–coalgebra-pair
morphism (see Section 2). But algebra–coalgebra-pair morphisms do not reAect the
relationships between the behaviours of structures: From the point of view of the
speci%er, a notion of morphism is required that implies that (;)-structures are iso-
morphic if they have the same behaviour. These two approaches give rise to two
10 Theorem 3.7 is closely related to the result of Rutten and Turi [35] saying (very roughly) that a %nal
semantics has an equivalent initial semantics if bisimulation is congruence.
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diNerent categories. Moreover, we also want to consider the category that consists only
of behaviours.
Denition 3.8 (Str ; bStr

 ;Str

 ). Str

 is the category of (;)-structures with alge-
bra–coalgebra-pair morphisms. bStr has the same objects as Str

 but the morphisms
between two (;)-structures M;N are given by the algebra–coalgebra-pair morphisms
between the behaviours BM; BN . Str is the full replete
11 subcategory of Str de%ned
by the behaviours of Str .
Intuitively, the diNerence of the three categories is as follows. Str is the natural
category of (;)-structures. But in Str it is generally not the case, that structures
with the same behaviour are isomorphic. Since this seems natural from a speci%cation
point of view, one may prefer to work in bStr instead. bStr

 contains all imple-
mentations but regarded from a behavioural point of view. 12 It should be intuitively
clear (for a proof see Corollary 4.8) that the category of behaviours Str is equivalent
to bStr . But they are not isomorphic, the diNerence being precisely that bStr

 also
contains all possible implementations whereas Str only contains the behaviours.
In Section 4.1 we will show that B gives rise to a monad on Str with Str

 being
the category of Eilenberg–Moore algebras and bStr the Kleisli category.
3.2. Coinductive de;nitions
As indicated in the introduction, in our setting a typical style of writing speci%cations
is to de%ne the algebraic structure via coinduction using the coalgebraic signature .
For example, in the introduction we called x:update(n):bal = x:bal + n a coinductive
de%nition of the update-operation. We now want to justify this informal terminology
by relating axioms like x:update(n):bal = x:bal+n to the formal account of coinduction
as presented in [36] or [19].
There, the coalgebra f :X →X is said to be a coinductive de%nition of the function
 :X →Z if Z →Z is the %nal coalgebra and  is the unique coalgebra morphism,
see the left-hand diagram below:
11 That is, Str has as objects all objects of Str

 isomorphic to a behaviour and as morphisms between
two such objects the morphisms of Str .
12 In the case of the special functors ;  in Section 6 the morphisms in bStr can be described explicitly
as certain relations, see the observational homomorphisms in [14], 3:9.
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In our context, we want to de%ne the algebraic operations  :X →X on a coalgebra
 :X →X coinductively. First, let  be the %nal coalgebra and consider the right-hand
diagram above. Then any function f :X →X provides a coinductive de%nition of
algebraic operations  :X →X . To see what f has to be in our example ( as update)
recall X =X ×Z, X =Z, = idZ, = bal. It is easy to see that f(x; n)= x:bal+n
de%nes the operation update.
Second, suppose that  is (isomorphic to) a subcoalgebra of . Now, every function
f :X →X de%nes a unique morphism ′ :X →Z . Moreover, ′ (and hence f)
determines a morphism  :X →X if and only if ′ factors through ! : → . In this
case, the algebraic operations  are uniquely determined by ′= ! ◦  (since ! is mono),
see the left-hand diagram below:
Third, let  be any -coalgebra and suppose that ′ :X →Z factors through X as
′= ! ◦ . Then  is unique up to bisimulation. 13 But it may well be that  is not com-
patible with observational equivalence, i.e., that (; ) is not an (;)-structure. (The
reason is that an arbitrary f may distinguish between observably equivalent states.)
We therefore need a condition forcing f to depend only on observable properties of
states. This can be done as follows. 14
Denition 3.9 (Coinductive de;nition of (;)-structures). A coinductive de%nition
of (;)-structures consists of a function f :X →X for each coalgebra  :X →
X such that there is a function Sf : SX → SX making the right-hand diagram above
commute (where SX is the carrier of the behaviour S of  and e : → S the correspond-
ing morphism, see De%nition 3.3).
Let f :X →X be a coinductive de%nition of (;)-structures,  :Z→Z the
%nal coalgebra, and ′ :f→ . We say that an (;)-structure (; ) on X is de;ned
by f :X →X iN ′= ! ◦  (where ! : → ).
The following proposition generalises the second point above to arbitrary coalgebras.
Proposition 3.10. Let f :X →X be a coinductive de;nition of (;)-structures;
 :Z→Z the ;nal coalgebra; and ′ :f→ . Then a coalgebra  on X gives rise to
13 We call two functions 1; 2 : Y →X equal up to bisimulation iN ! ◦ 1 = ! ◦ 2 (where Y a set, X the
carrier of a coalgebra, ! the corresponding morphism into the %nal coalgebra).
14 The idea behind the de%nition is the same as in De%nition 3.1.
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an (;)-structure (; ) de;ned by f i< ′ factors through ! : → . Moreover the
(;)-structure is unique up to -bisimulation.
Proof. Assume ′ factors through ! : → . Let  be such that ′= ! ◦ . Uniqueness
up to bisimulation is clear from the respective de%nitions. It remains to show that
(; ) is an (;)-structure. As in the proof of Theorem 3.5 we write SX for the image
of ! and !=m ◦ e for the corresponding factorisation. We show that the behaviour
(; ) exists, i.e., that there is S : SX → SX with S ◦e= e ◦ . First, by the existence
of an Sf : SX → SX it follows that there is ′′ : SX →Z such that ′= ′′ ◦e. Also,
′=m ◦ (e ◦ ) (by de%nition of ) and, hence, ′′ ◦e=m ◦ (e ◦ ). Now, since m
mono and e epi there is a “diagonal %ll-in” S : SX → SX such that S ◦e= e ◦ .
The %rst part of the discussion above showed that coinductive de%nitions of (;)-
structures always have a model, namely the %nal coalgebra itself. This shows the
following important property of coinductive de%nitions.
Proposition 3.11. Coinductive de;nitions of (;)-structures are consistent.
A %nal remark on the nature of coinductive de%nitions of (;)-structures: The
discussion above showed that the class of models of such a de%nition is determined
by those -coalgebras  :X →X such that the morphisms ′ factor through ! That
is, a coinductive de%nition imposes closure conditions on a coalgebra X (closure un-
der the operations speci%ed by ′), in other words, forces the coalgebra to contain
enough “good” elements. In this respect our approach diNers fundamentally from other
approaches like Jacobs [15], Gumm [11], and Kurz [21] where speci%cations force
coalgebras to avoid “bad” elements.
4. The behaviour monad and institutions
We show that the operation mapping an (;)-structure to its behaviour is an idem-
potent monad. This observation has several interesting consequences. First, it allows
to relate the three categories of (;)-structures in a satisfying manner. Second, it
will allow us to %nd a general condition under which the categories Str ; bStr

 give
rise to institutions. Last but not least, the framework developed below suggests that
the notion of an idempotent monad is at the heart of the behavioural approach to
speci%cation and may open the way to an axiomatic theory of behavioural speci%ca-
tions.
Readers not familiar with monads or %bred category may want to look only at
Corollary 4.8, Section 4.2.1, and Corollary 4.22 which only are needed to continue
with Section 6. The categorical background can be found in [25] (monads), [17] (%bred
category theory) and [4] (both).
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4.1. The behaviour monad
The operation B on Str mapping an (;)-structure to its behaviour was de%ned
in De%nition 3.6. To show that B is a monad (in particular, a functor) we need the
following proposition (see also De%nition 3.6 for the de%nition of M ):
Proposition 4.1. Let M;N be (;)-structures. Then every morphism f :M→BN in
Str determines a unique f
# :BM→BN such that f=f# ◦ M .
Proof. Let M =X →X →X , BM = SX S→ SX S→ SX , BN = SY S→ SY S→ SY . To de-
%ne f# let  :Z→Z be the %nal coalgebra, m ◦ M the unique factorisation of ! : → 
through S, let i : S→ , and consider the following diagram in Setn:
The square commutes since both ways are coalgebra morphisms to the %nal coalgebra.
M is epi and i is mono ( SY being the carrier of a behaviour). Therefore, f# is the
unique diagonal %ll-in with f=f# ◦ M . That f# is a morphism in Str can easily be
seen using that M and M are epi.
Denition 4.2 (Behaviour monad B on Str ). The behaviour monad B on Str

 is de-
%ned to be the Kleisli triple (B; ; (−)#) where B and  are as in De%nition 3.6 and (−)#
is the uniquely de%ned operation on morphisms of Str described in the proposition
above.
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that B is indeed a monad and, moreover, idempotent:
Proposition 4.3. B is an idempotent monad.
The following property of idempotent monads will be useful.
Proposition 4.4. Let B=(B; ; (−)#) be an idempotent monad on C. Then there is a
natural iso C(M;BN )C(BM; BN ).
Proof. The iso ’MN :C(M;BN )→C(BM; BN ) is given by ’MN (f)=f# and ’−1MN
(g)= g ◦ M .
The proposition above holds for all idempotent monads but the behaviour monads
(B; ; (−)#) arising in the framework of (;)-structures have, moreover, the property
that the M are split epi. The (proof of the) following theorem shows that these monads
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are in bijective correspondence to the natural isos ’MN :C(M;BN )→C(BM; BN ) for
full endofunctors B (the bijection is given by the proof of Proposition 4.4 and “if ”
below).
Theorem 4.5. Let B be an endofunctor on C. Then B can be extended to an idem-
potent monad B=(B; ; (−)#) with the M being split epis i< B is full and there is a
natural iso ’MN :C(M;BN )→C(BM; BN ).
Proof. “Only if ”: Use Proposition 4.4. To show that B is full let k :BL→BM . We
have to %nd k ′ with Bk ′= k. Since L is epi, k =(k ◦ L)#. Since M is split epi, there
is k ′ with M ◦ k ′= k ◦ L, hence Bk ′=(M ◦ k ′)# = (k ◦ L)# = k.
“if ”: Let f :M→BN , g :L→BM , l :L→M . De%ne f# =’MN (f) and M =’−1MM
(idBM ). We have to check (i) f=f# ◦ M , (ii) (M )# = idBM , (iii) (f# ◦ g)# =f# ◦ g#,
(iv) Bl=(M ◦ l)#, 15 and to show that the M are split epi (which implies idem-
potency, see Lemma 2.2). Condition (ii) is immediate. For the other conditions we
need to know that naturality of ’ means (let l :L→M , h :M→BN , p :N →P) that
(a) (h ◦ l)# = h# ◦Bl and (b) (Bp ◦ h)# =Bp ◦ h#. Condition (iv) is an instance of
(a). That B is full implies (c) ∃f′ :f# =Bf′. Now, (iii) follows from (c) and (b):
(f# ◦ g)# = (Bf′ ◦ g)# =Bf′ ◦ g# =f# ◦ g#. Condition (i) follows from (iii), (ii), and
’MN injective. Finally, we show that M are split epi. Since B is full there is f′ such
that Bf′= id#BM . It follows idBM = id
#
BM ◦ BM =Bf′ ◦ BM = M ◦f′, that is, M is split
epi.
Next, we show that Str is isomorphic to the category of Eilenberg–Moore algebras
of the behaviour monad B and that bStr is isomorphic to the Kleisli category.
Proposition 4.6. Str is isomorphic to the category (Str

 )
B of Eilenberg–Moore al-
gebras for the behaviour monad B.
Proof. We de%ne an isomorphism ’ :Str → (Str )B. Let M be an (;)-structure
isomorphic to a behaviour. Then M :M→BM is iso. De%ne ’(M)= −1M :BM→M .
’(M) is indeed an Eilenberg–Moore algebra. Obviously, ’ is injective on objects.
To see that ’ is onto let ' :BM→M ∈ (Str )B. By de%nition of (Str )B it holds
' ◦ M = idM and by idempotency of B we have that ' is iso (see [4], Vol. 2, Propo-
sition 4:2:3). Therefore, '= −1M which shows that ’ is onto. On morphisms, ’ is the
identity.
Proposition 4.7. bStr is isomorphic to the Kleisli category (Str

 )B of the behaviour
monad B.
15 Condition (iv) is usually the de%nition of B on morphisms. Since we assume here that B is a functor
already, we have to show that B satis%es (iv).
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Proof. The Kleisli category (Str )B has the same objects as Str

 and morphisms
(Str )B(M;N )=Str

 (M;BN ). The isomorphism (Str

 )B bStr is given on objects
as the identity and on morphisms via Proposition 4.4: (Str )B(M;N )=Str

 (M;BN )
Str (BM; BN )= bStr

 (M;N ).
The following is an immediate corollary of the two propositions above.
Corollary 4.8. The functor K : bStr →Str mapping structures to their behaviours
is full and faithful and; moreover; an equivalence of categories.
Proof. K is the comparison functor [25] between the Kleisli category and the
Eilenberg–Moore category, hence full and faithful. It is easy to check that idempo-
tency of the monad implies that K is an equivalence (using that the Eilenberg–Moore
algebras are of the kind ' :BM→M , ' iso).
We have shown that the operation B mapping models to their behaviours is an
idempotent monad. This statement seems to contain most features of B relevant to the
behavioural approach to speci%cations. Nevertheless, behaviours have another important
property, namely that there is at most one morphism from a given structure into a
behaviour. Behaviours inherit this uniqueness property from the uniqueness property of
%nal coalgebras. We will call every idempotent monad with this property a behaviour
functor (a notion borrowed from [14], Theorem 3:8). One way to state the uniqueness
property is the following:
Denition 4.9 (Behaviour functor). A behaviour functor on a category C is an idem-
potent monad B on C with the property that the Kleisli category is thin. 16
4.2. Institutions of (;)-structures
In this section we de%ne signature morphisms and investigate under what conditions
we obtain institutions of (;)-structures.
To %x notation we recall the notion of institution here. We follow Tarlecki [38].
An institution (Sig;Mod;Sen; |=) consists of a category of signatures Sig, a functor
Mod :Sigop→CAT giving for each signature )∈Sig a category of )-models, a functor
Sen :Sig→Set giving for each signature )∈Sig a set of sentences Sen()), and for
each signature )∈Sig a satisfaction relation |=) ⊂Mod())×Sen()) such that for
all * :)→)′, all ’∈Sen()), and all M ′ ∈Mod()′)
Mod(*)(M ′) |=) ’ ⇔ M ′ |=)′ sen(*)(’):
This condition is called the satisfaction condition of institutions. Moreover, we require
that M1 |=) ’⇔M2 |=) ’ whenever M1; M2 are isomorphic. We usually write M |= ’
16 That is, for all X; Y ∈C there is at most one morphism X →BY in C.
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instead of M |=) ’ because the signature ) can always be inferred from the signature
of the model M . 17 We abbreviate Mod(*) by *∗ when Mod is clear from the context.
*∗ is called the reduct functor.
Also, let us note that institutions can equivalently be de%ned by replacing the functor
Mod by a split %bration. This observation will be used in Section 4.2.2.
Let us brieAy illustrate the satisfaction condition in the context of behavioural spec-
i%cations. Suppose that we have a logic containing an equality predicate on states and
that equality on states shall be interpreted as observational equivalence. Then the sat-
isfaction condition can be read as stating that observational equivalence on states is
invariant under transforming signatures. We will see that this can be achieved, ab-
stractly, by assuming that the reduct functors preserve behaviours (see De%nition 4.13
and Corollary 4.22) and, concretely, by restricting signature morphisms according to
the slogan ‘no new observations on old sorts’ (see De%nition 6.3).
4.2.1. Signatures
In order to get suFcient Aexibility we have to consider signature morphisms between
functors (;) and (′; ′) on diNerent categories. Typically, (;) will be de%ned
on Setn and (′; ′) on Setn
′
for n′¿ n. This allows us, for instance, to build up
larger speci%cations from smaller ones.
Denition 4.10 (Signatures and signature morphisms). A pair (;) of functors on a
category C is called a signature. If we want to make the category explicit, we also write
(C; ; ) or (n; ; ) if C is Setn. A signature morphism * : (C; ; )→ (C′; ′; ′) is
given by a functor V :C′→C and two natural transformations , :V →V′, - :V′→
V . We write *=(V; ,; -). The identity morphism is given by the identity functor and
the identity natural transformations. Composition is de%ned in the obvious way: Given
*1 : (C1; 1; 1)→ (C2; 2; 2) and *2 : (C2; 2; 2)→ (C3; 3; 3) with *1 = (V1; ,1; -1)
and *2 = (V2; ,2; -2), then *2 ◦ *1 = (V1V2; ,2 ◦ ,1; -1 ◦ -2).
Denition 4.11 (Sig). The category Sig has objects (n; ; ), n∈N, and morphisms
as described in the de%nition above. Since the parameter n is implicit in the functors
; we generally write (;) for signatures in Sig.
The functor V represents the part of the signature morphism relating the sorts. Typ-
ically, V will be a projection functor Setn
′ →Setn, n′¿ n, induced by an injective
mapping on sorts {1; : : : ; n}→{1; : : : ; n′}. The natural transformations , and - repre-
sent the part of the signature morphism relating the function symbols. This de%nition
of a signature morphism is the natural one in the sense that each morphism * induces
a corresponding reduct functor *∗ on models:
17 This notation is also suggested by the %bred perspective of Section 4.2.2: there, |= will indeed be a
single relation, not a collection of relations indexed by signatures.
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Denition 4.12 (Reduct functor). Let Mod :Sigop→CAT be a functor mapping sig-
natures to categories of algebra–coalgebra pairs, let * : (C; ; )→ (C′; ′; ′) be in
Sig and M ′=′X 
′
→X 
′
→′X be in Mod(C′; ′; ′). We then de%ne the reduct of
M ′ w.r.t. * as
*∗(M ′) = VX
,X→V′X V
′
→ VX V
′
→ V′X -X→VX
which is an algebra–coalgebra pair (V′ ◦ ,X ; -X ◦V′) over VX ∈C. On morphisms
f′ :M ′→N ′, *∗(f′)=Vf′.
It is routine to check that *∗ is a functor between categories of algebra–coalgebra
pairs and, moreover, the corresponding mapping Sigop→CAT, * → *∗ is functorial.
This looks like being on the right track towards an institution but we have to make
sure that the reduct functors preserve the compatibility of the algebraic operations of an
(;)-structure (that is, they map indeed (;)-structures to (;)-structures). More-
over, we have to %nd a condition that allows to show that the satisfaction condition of
institutions is met. Interestingly, both aspects can be dealt with by the same condition,
namely that the reduct functors preserve behaviours.
Denition 4.13. A functor *∗ between two categories of algebra–coalgebra pairs is said
to preserve behaviours iN *∗ maps behaviours to structures isomorphic to a behaviour.
On categories of (;)-structures this can be expressed by stating that for all M it
holds B*∗M  *∗BM .
According to the categories Str ; bStr

 ;Str

 of De%nition 3.8 we can now de%ne
three operations Sigop→CAT mapping signatures to categories of structures and sig-
nature morphisms to functors.
Denition 4.14 (Str; bStr;Str). Suppose that for each *∈Sig, *∗ preserves behaviours
and let kM be a choice of isomorphisms B*∗M  *∗BM . For * : (;)→ (′; ′) de%ne
Str; bStr;Str :Sigop→CAT:
• Str :Sigop→CAT, (;) → Str , * → *∗,
• Str :Sigop→CAT, (;) → Str , * → *∗,
• bStr :Sigop→CAT, bStr(;)= bStr , bStr(*)(N )= *∗(N ), bStr(*)(f)= (kN )−1
◦ *∗(f) ◦ kM for all f :M→N ∈ bStr
′
′ .
The de%nition of bStr depends on a choice of the isomorphisms kN but any other
choice would yield a functor bStr naturally isomorphic to the original one.
Proposition 4.15. Str;Str; bStr are functors.
Proof. In the case of Str we have to show that *∗(M) is an (;)-structure for all
M ∈Str′′ . By Theorem 3.5 it suFces to show that *∗(M) has a behaviour. But this
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follows from M having a behaviour and *∗ preserving it. The case of Str is even
simpler. For bStr we have to take into consideration that morphisms M→N ∈ bStr′′
are morphisms BM→BN ∈Str′′ .
Recalling the de%nition of institution it still remains to work out when the satisfaction
condition for these functors hold. But before doing so we will investigate the categories
of (;)-structures from the point of view of %bred category theory.
4.2.2. Fibrations of (;)-structures
The aim of this section is to extend the characterisations of the categories Str
(Proposition 4.6) and bStr (Proposition 4.7) to the functors Str; bStr :Sig
op→CAT.
To be able to do this we need the language of %bred category theory (see [17]
for an account on %bred category theory and a discussion of indexed categories vs.
%brations). The main idea is that functors Bop→CAT can equivalently be described
as a certain functors E→B called split %brations.
For our purposes, the de%nition of a %bration can best be explained by stating the
properties that are necessary (and suFcient) for transforming a functor E→B into an
equivalent functor Bop→CAT. A cloven ;bration is a functor p :E→B that has a
cleavage ∗ which assigns to every morphism * : I→ J in the base B and every object
N ∈E over J (i.e., pN = J ) a cartesian lifting ∗(*; N ) : *∗(N )→N . These liftings have
to be closed under composition and have to satisfy the following universal property.
For all f over * (i.e., pf= *) there is a unique f1 such that f= ∗ (*; N ) ◦f1.
Using uniqueness, *∗ can be extended from objects to morphisms: for f :M→N
in the %bre over J (i.e., pf= idJ ), let *∗(f) be the unique morphism such that
f ◦ ∗ (*;M)= ∗ (*; N ) ◦ *∗(f). Moreover, again by uniqueness, it follows that *∗
is functorial. A ;bration is de%ned similarly, also having cartesian liftings but not
necessarily a uniform choice (cleavage) of them. The important point about the cleavage
is that it allows to de%ne the functors *∗. A cloven %bration is called a split ;bration
(and the cleavage is called a splitting) if the induced assignment Bop→CAT, * → *∗
is functorial.
Next, we describe how – via the Grothendieck construction – a functor F :Bop→
CAT can be viewed as a split %bration p :E→B. The objects of E are pairs (I; M),
I ∈B; M ∈F(I). 18 The morphisms of E are pairs (*; f) with * : I→ J ∈B and
f :M→F(*)(N ) for M ∈F(I) and N ∈F(J ). Composition is (*; f) ◦ (,; g)= (* ◦ ,;
(F,)(f) ◦ g). p :E→B is de%ned as the %rst projection.
Before giving an example let us recall some standard terminology. E is called the
total category and B the base category. The %bre over I ∈B is the category with
objects M ∈E s.t. pM = I and morphisms f∈E s.t. pf= idI . If pM = I and pf= *
we speak of M over I and f over *. Our main example is obtained by apply-
ing the Grothendieck construction to the functor Str :Sigop→CAT, yielding a split
18 That is, the class of objects of E is obtained as the disjoint union of the objects of all F(I), I ∈B.
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%bration p :Str→Sig where the total category Str contains all (;)-structures for
all signatures (;)∈Sig. The categories Str are now the %bres over (;)∈Sig.
For what we want to do, the %brational approach is appropriate because we can
extend the behavioural monads from the single %bres Str to the total category Str
but not to all of CAT. We %rst show that there is a canonical such extension if we
have behavioural functors on every %bre and the functors *∗ preserve behaviours. We
then show that performing the Eilenberg–Moore and the Kleisli construction on the
total category Str gives us splits %brations which correspond to the functors Str and
bStr.
Denition 4.16. Let p :E→B be a %bration with cleavage ∗ and B=(B; ; (−)#) be
%brewise a behaviour functor on E (De%nition 4.9). Suppose that for all * : I→ J ∈B,
for all N in the %bre over J , there is an isomorphism k*N :B*
∗N → *∗BN (i.e. *∗ pre-
serves behaviours). 19 We de%ne B on the total category as follows. Every f :M→N ∈
E factors as f= ∗ (*; N ) ◦f1 for a unique f1 over I . De%ne Bf= ∗ (*; BN ) ◦ k*N ◦Bf1.
Let us note that this extension of a monad (or a functor) to the total category is
also possible for functors that are not behaviour functors and for (cloven) %brations
that are not split. We would then have to add some coherence condition involving the
k*M and other natural transformations.
Proposition 4.17. Under the assumptions of the de;nition above; B is a ;bred monad
on p.
Proof. One shows that B is a functor whenever the following coherence conditions
are satis%ed: k idM = idBM , *
∗(k,M ) ◦ k*,∗M = k, ◦ *M . But, B being a behaviour functor, mor-
phisms into behaviours are unique. Together with the k’s being iso it follows that the
equations above hold. The same kind of reasoning can be used to show that B is a
monad. Here, the coherence conditions are (with B=(B; ; 1)) k*M ◦ 1*∗M = *∗1M ◦ k*BM
◦Bk*M and k*M ◦ *∗M = *∗M . To show that B is %bred we have to prove that (i)
pB=p and (ii) B preserves cartesian morphisms. Condition (i) is clear by the %bre-
wise de%nition of B. Condition (ii) follows from the k’s being isos.
For a %bred monad B on p :Str→Sig, the Eilenberg–Moore construction and the
Kleisli construction on the total category Str yield split %bred categories again. The
following proposition is a slight variation on exercise 1:7:9 in [17].
Proposition 4.18 (pB; pB). Let p :E→B be a split ;bration and B a ;bred monad
on p. Then the Kleisli category EB and the Eilenberg–Moore category EB are split
;brations over B denoted; respectively; by pB :EB→B and pB :EB→B.
19 By De%nition 4.9 morphisms into behaviours are unique. Hence k* is natural.
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Proof. Let ∗ be the splitting of p. We will give the de%nitions of the splittings # of pB
and + of pB skipping the lengthy but routine veri%cations. Since B=(B; ; (−)#) is %-
bred we have for all * : I→ J ∈B, for all M in the %bre over J , an iso k*M :B*∗M→ *∗
BM with ∗(*; BM) ◦ k*M =B(∗(*;M)). We de%ne for all −1M ∈EB (see the proof of
Proposition 4.6) *#(−1M )= *
∗(−1M ) ◦ k*M and #(*; −1M )= ∗ (*;M). For all M ∈EB we
de%ne *+(M)= *∗(M), +(*;M)= M ◦ ∗ (*;M).
Theorem 4.19. Let p be the split ;bration corresponding to the functor Str. Then
the functors bStr and Str are the functors obtained by performing; respectively; the
Kleisli and the Eilenberg–Moore construction for the behaviour monad B on p.
Proof. First, use the Grothendieck construction to obtain the split %bration p :Str→Sig
corresponding to the functor Str. Then, by Proposition 4.17, the behaviour monads on
Str can be lifted to a monad B on Str which, moreover, is a %bred monad on p.
Using the cartesian liftings # and + of the proof of Proposition 4.18, we obtain the
%brations pB, pB which in turn are converted back to functors Sig
op→CAT. To ob-
tain Str and bStr it only remains to apply the isomorphisms shown in the proofs of
Propositions 4.6 and 4.7.
We want to close this section with some remarks on what can be gained by using a
%bred approach to institutions. First, the %bred approach is conceptually appealing. It
allowed us to lift the behaviour monad to the total category and to apply the common
categorical constructions of Eilenberg–Moore and Kleisli. This seems to be the most
natural way to understand why we will be able to obtain institutions in our setting
(see Theorem 4.21). Another point is that the essential condition to obtain institutions,
namely that the functors *∗ preserve behaviours, has a very natural counterpart in
the %brational setting: it corresponds to the requirement that the behaviour monad is
%bred. Second, there are technical advantages. We obtain elegant categorical proofs
of Proposition 4.15 and Corollary 4.22. We admit that this alone would not justify
to introduce the apparatus of %bred category theory, but the authors are sure that it
will pay oN in future research on this topic. Third, and more generally, it seems to be
against the spirit of the notion of institution to require the assignment Sigop→CAT,
* → *∗ to be functorial, where what we typically care about would be to require the
equality *∗,∗=(, ◦ *)∗ only up to natural isomorphism. 20 This could be achieved
by replacing the functor Sigop→CAT by a pseudo-functor, or simpler, by dropping
the assumption on the %bration to be split. The treatment of this section, for example,
could easily be adapted for non-split %brations.
4.2.3. Satisfaction relations
We have shown that for the categories Str, bStr, Str we get functors Str, bStr, Str.
It remains to investigate under what conditions the satisfaction condition of institutions
20 Or even only up-to some weaker notion of equivalence, see [38].
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holds. The crucial point is that the reduct functors preserve behaviours or, in the
language of %bred categories, that the behaviour monad is %bred.
The situation is the following. We suppose that we have a suitable logic (called
the standard logic) to specify behaviours. The task is to extend this logic to a logic
called the behavioural logic in such a way that models and their behaviours are not
distinguished by formulas of the logic. That is, the behavioural satisfaction relation |=|
is required to satisfy M |=| ’ iN BM |= ’.
Denition 4.20 (Behavioural satisfaction). Let E be a class (with elements called
models), B :E→E an operation (with BM called the behaviour of M), L a class
(with elements called formulas) and |=; |=| ⊂E×L two relations (called satisfaction
relations). Then |=| is behavioural w.r.t. |= (and w.r.t. B) iN for all M ∈E, ’∈L
M‖ |= ’ iN BM |= ’:
Remark. A behavioural satisfaction relation |=| is uniquely determined by |= and B.
The following theorem gives a general recipe which allows us – given a %bred monad
B on a split %bration p – to obtain from an institution (pB;Sen; |=) two new institutions
(p;Sen; |=| ) and (pB;Sen; |=| ). The interest in this theorem comes from the follow-
ing interpretation. Let E be the total category of models of the %bration p :E→B.
The theorem then tells that if there is given a ‘standard’ logic (pB;Sen; |=) on ‘be-
haviours’ EB then one also obtains ‘behavioural’ logics (p;Sen; |=| ) and (pB;Sen; |=| )
on ‘standard’ models E and EB.
Theorem 4.21. Let p :E→B be a split ;bration and B a ;bred monad on p; let
Sen :B→Set be a functor with L the class of all formulas over objects in B; and
let |= ⊂E×L such that (pB;Sen; |=) is an institution. Then (p;Sen; |=| ) as well as
(pB;Sen; |=| ) are institutions if |=| is behavioural w.r.t. |= and B.
Proof. We have to show that for p and pB the satisfaction condition of institutions
holds. That is, in the case of p, that for all * : I→ J ∈B, all ’∈Sen(I), and all M ∈E
in the %bre over J it holds that M |=| Sen(*)(’) iN *∗(M) |=| ’. We have
*∗(M)‖ |= ’ ⇔ B*∗(M) |= ’ ⇔ *∗(BM) |= ’ ⇔
BM |= Sen(*)(’) ⇔ M‖ |= Sen(*)(’):
The equivalences are due to, respectively, |=| being behavioural w.r.t. |=, B being
%bred (i.e., the reduct functors preserve behaviours), the satisfaction condition for |=,
and again |=| being behavioural. In the case of pB the same reasoning is valid.
As a corollary we obtain:
Corollary 4.22. Consider the categories of (;)-structures Str ; bStr

 ; Str


(De;nition 3:8) and the respective operations Str; bStr;Str :Sigop→CAT (De;nition
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4:14). Let Sen :Sig→Set be a functor and |=; |=| satisfaction relations. If for all
* : (;) → (′; ′)∈Sig; all M ∈Str
1. the reduct functors *∗ preserve behaviours (De;nition 4:13);
2. |=| is behavioural w.r.t. |= and B (De;nitions 4:20 and 3:6);
3. (Sig;Sen;Str; |=) is an institution;
then (Sig;Sen;Str; |=| ); (Sig;Sen; bStr; |=| ) are institutions as well.
Proof. Follows from the theorem. An independent proof can be given using
Proposition 4.15 and checking the satisfaction condition as in the proof of the the-
orem.
5. Example of observational specications
This section gives an example of the kind of speci%cations that will be considered
in the remainder of this paper.
Fig. 1 presents a speci%cation of bank accounts which has observers bal, owner,
and undo. The intended meaning of undo is to reconstruct the previous state of an
account after the performance of an update or a change owner. Hence, by using undo
one can potentially reveal more information (namely the account’s history) than simple
observation of the ‘attributes’ bal and owner would provide. Thus undo has indeed to
be declared as an observer and not as an operation. In contrast, the intended meaning
of new, update, change owner, and paycharge is that of operations that respect the
observational equivalence de%ned by bal, owner, and undo, that is, applying update,
Fig. 1. Bank Account Example.
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change owner, paycharge to indistinguishable accounts is to be expected to keep them
indistinguishable. Also note that without the distinction of algebraic operations from
coalgebraic observations it would not be possible to model the signature above because
of change owner.
Writing X; Y for sets of sorts Person and Account, respectively, a model of Person
is an (;)-structure
X × string → X → string × string
and a model of type Account an (′; ′)-structure
(
X × string
string + Y × int + Y × X + Y
)
→
(
X
Y
)
→
(
string × string
Z× X × Y
)
A typical example of a signature morphism is the obvious * : (;)→ (′; ′) includ-
ing Person in Account. Note that * does not introduce new observers on old sorts:
Account has a new algebraic operation change owner involving Person but does not
specify a new observer on Person. Consequently, including Person in Account does
not change the observational equivalence of Person. Technically, this can be expressed
by saying that the reduct functor of * preserves behaviours (De%nition 4.13) which in
turn (see Corollary 4.22) will allow us to build an institution in the next section.
6. An institution for observational specications
In this section we show that, for a special choice of functors, (;)-structures
specialise to algebras in the sense of behavioural algebraic speci%cations. Moreover,
these functors ; enable us to use %rst-order logic as a speci%cation language in
a straightforward way. The aim of this section is to establish conditions (i)–(iii) of
Corollary 4.22 which in turn will give us an institution for modular observational
speci%cations.
6.1. Signatures
For the remainder of the paper, we consider only functors  and  of the following
special format.
For elements X ∈Setn we write Xs to denote component s, assuming 16 s6 n.
The s, 16 s6 n, are called state sorts. For w∈{1; : : : ; n}∗, that is w= s1 : : : sk , let
Xw =Xs1 × : : : Xsk .
The algebraic functors  are then given – componentwise – as a sum of %nite
products:
(X )s =
∑
i∈I
Ci × Xwi ; wi ∈ {1; : : : ; n}∗;
where the Ci are a %nite number of arbitrary (but %xed) sets. In particular, we allow
operations of any arity on states as long as these operations are not used as observers.
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 is a functor of the kind
(X )s =
∏
j∈J1
(Xsj)
Aj × ∏
j∈J2
BAjj ;
where Aj; Bj are a %nite number of arbitrary (but %xed) sets. The Aj; Bj; Ci are called
parameter sets, the Bj output sets.
This special format of  is called a multiplicative functor. It means that an observer
either takes as input a state in Xs and an element in Aj and produces a new state
or it takes as input a state in Xs and an element in Aj and produces an observable
output of type Bj. In [24] it was shown that coalgebras for multiplicative functors are
(isomorphic to) algebras for hidden signatures. Let us also note that the given format
for signatures ,  is more liberal than it might seem at %rst sight. For example, the
parameter sets may be 0 (empty), 1 (singleton) or products of (other parameter) sets.
The functors ; de%ne a signature that allows to name the components of  :X →
X ,  :X →X via the categorical laws (s)= [(s) ◦ in1; : : :] and (s)= 〈1 ◦ (s);
: : :〉. It is nevertheless convenient to name the single components explicitly. This is
done by introducing the sets Opns(), Obs(), called operations and observers, see
the de%nition below.
Furthermore, for speci%cations, we need terms referring to standard operations on the
parameter sets. And we need to use theorems concerning the parameter sets. Similarly
to the hidden algebra approach (see e.g. [9]), we therefore assume that the parameter
sets form a many-sorted algebra D (called the underlying data algebra) with respect
to a signature ) that has one sort for each parameter set Aj; Bj; Ci (for simplicity the
sorts corresponding to Aj; Bj; Ci are also named Aj; Bj; Ci) and has operation symbols
Opns()). It is required that Opns()) is disjoint from Opns()∪Obs() and that every
element of a parameter set is denotable by some ground )-term. Given a logic based
on the terms formed from Opns()) and variables, we will write Th(D) for the set of
formulas valid in D.
Denition 6.1 (Opns(); Obs(); (;)-terms). Let ; be functors as above. The
many-sorted set Opns()∈Setn has components Opns()s which consist – for all
16s6n – of typed function symbols fi :Ci×Xwi →Xs for every i∈ I . The many-sorted
set Obs()∈Setn has components Obs()s which consist – for all 16s6n – of typed
function symbols gj :Xs×Aj→Xsj ; j∈ J1 and hj :X ×Aj→Bj; j∈ J2. The many-sorted
set Terms(;) of (;)-terms is formed in the usual way using a countable many-
sorted set of variables Var and the function symbols of Opns()∪Obs()∪Opns()).
In the example of Section 5 we have (considering Person as state sort 1, Account
as state sort 2, and renaming the function symbols fi; gj; hj):
Opns(′)1 = {change address}; Obs(′)1 = {name; address};
Opns(′)2 = {new; update; change owner; Obs(′)2 = {bal ; owner; undo}:
paycharge};
Opns()) may include further operations on strings and integers.
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Terms of special importance are the contexts:
Denition 6.2 (-context). The many-sorted set Cont(; B) of observable -contexts
of (output) sort B has components Cont(; B)s which consist – for all state sorts
16s6n – of the terms of output sort B formed from the set of function symbols
Obs(), variables of parameter sort, and a special variable zs of state sort s. Cont()s
is the union of the Cont(; B)s for all output sorts B. Substitution of a term t in the
context c for the variable zs is denoted by c[t].
In the example of Section 5 we have (considering Person as state sort 1, Account
as state sort 2):
Cont(; string)1 = {name(z1); address(z1)};
Cont(; int)2 = {bal(undon(z2)): n¿0};
Cont(; string)2 = {name(owner(undon(z2))); address(owner(undon(z2))):
n¿0};
where undon(z2) is the obvious abbreviation.
Next, we de%ne a category of signatures. It is a subcategory of the category de%ned
in De%nition 4.11 and will replace it in the sequel, hence we keep the old name.
Denition 6.3 (Sig). The category Sig has as objects the signatures (n; ; ) with ;
as de%ned at the beginning of this section. A morphism between (n; ; ) and (n′; ′; ′);
n6n′, is given by, %rst, a functor V :Setn
′ →Setn which is induced by an injec-
tion *sorts : {1; : : : ; n}→{1; : : : ; n′}, second, mappings ,s :Opns()s→Opns(′)*sorts(s),
-s :Obs(′)*sorts(s)→Obs()s, 16s6n. Furthermore the following conditions have to
be satis%ed:
1. • For all f :C × Xs1 × : : : Xsk →Xs ∈Opns()s it holds that ,s(f) :C × X*sorts(s1) ×
: : : X*sorts(sk )→X*sorts(s) ∈Opns(′)*sorts(s),
• for all g :X*sorts(s)×A→X*sorts(s′) ∈Obs(′)*sorts(s) it holds that -s(g) :Xs×A→Xs′ ∈
Obs()s,
• for all h :X*sorts(s)×A→B∈Obs(′)*sorts(s) it holds that -s(h) :Xs×A→B∈Obs()s.
2. • The -s have to be bijections.
The %rst condition above just tells that the mapping between the function symbols
has to respect the typing.
The second condition ensures that, extending a signature by a larger one, the possible
observations on the states of the smaller signature are not changed. The slogan here
is: no new observations on old sorts. This is essential to prove that reduct functors
preserve behaviours which in turn is essential to obtain an institution.
The second condition seems to be rather restrictive. However, it is important to note
that we still can introduce new observers in ′ as long as the observed sort is a new
sort, i.e., is not in the image of *sorts. Also, we can introduce new operations on old
sorts. For instance, building a bank from accounts one has to have some observer(s)
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for the new sort “bank” and also some new operations involving the old sort “account”
(like, e.g., adding a new account to the bank).
Note also that indeed , and - de%ne natural transformations as in De%nition 4.10.
But the notion of a natural transformation would allow for more general signature
morphisms. For example, one could consider to give up that in both signatures the
same parameter sets have to appear. The diFculty here is to %nd a general condition
guaranteeing the preservation of behaviours as needed for Corollary 4.22.
Next, we give an explicit description of the %nal coalgebras that can be found in [7].
Proposition 6.4. Let  be a functor as above. Then the ;nal -coalgebra  : Z→Z
has carriers Zs given by
∏
[Cont(; B)s→B] where [Cont(; B)s→B] is the set of
all functions from contexts of type B to B and the product is over all output sets B.
Using the explicit description of signatures, signature morphisms, and %nal coalgebras
we can prove the following proposition that will allow us to instantiate Theorem 4.21.
Proposition 6.5. Let * : (;)→ (′; ′)∈Sig as in De;nition 6:3; *∗ as in De;ni-
tion 4:2 and  be the ;nal ′-coalgebra. Then *∗() is isomorphic to a subcoalgebra
of the ;nal -coalgebra.
Proof. The conditions on signature morphisms guarantee that [Cont(′; B)s→B]
[Cont(; B)s→B] for all output sets B. With Proposition 6.4 one obtains that *∗()
is isomorphic to the %nal -coalgebra.
The proof above shows that with our choice of signature morphisms not only be-
haviours but also %nal coalgebras are preserved by reduct functors. This is more than
we need to get an institution and suggests that generalisations of our notion of signature
morphism are possible.
The following corollary is of central importance because it allows to apply
Corollary 4.22.
Corollary 6.6. With the de;nitions of this section the reduct functors *∗ of De;ni-
tion 4:12 preserve behaviours (see De;nition 4:13).
Proof. Let * : (;)→ (′; ′)∈Sig, M ′ ∈Str′′ , and ∈Str ; ′ ∈Str
′
′ the %nal co-
algebras. Let M ′ e
′
→BM ′ m
′
→ ′ and *∗(M ′) e→B*∗(M ′) m→  be unique epi-mono fac-
torisations. Now consider *∗(M ′)
*∗(e′)→ *∗(BM ′) *
∗(m′)→ *∗(′) i→ . Since i is mono by
Proposition 6.5 and the factorisations are unique, it follows B*∗(M ′) *∗(BM ′).
6.2. Behavioural satisfaction
It is well known that %rst-order logic gives rise to an institution. Using Corollary 6.6
and behavioural satisfaction (De%nition 4.20) it now follows from Corollary 4.22 that
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(;)-structures with behavioural satisfaction give rise to institutions. The details are
as follows.
Using (;)-terms we can de%ne the set L(;) of many-sorted 21 %rst-order
(;)-formulas as usual from equations t= r (with the terms t; r ∈Terms(;) of
the same sort), the logical connectives ¬; ∧ ; ∨ and the quanti%ers ∀;∃. In some cases
we will also consider in%nitary conjunctions and disjunctions over countable sets of
formulas.
Given an (;)-structure (; ) on X and a valuation for the variables, we have
the usual interpretation of terms of state sort as elements of X and of terms of para-
meter sort as elements of D. In particular, terms formed from observers of sort s (see
De%nition 6.1) gj :Xs × Aj→Xsj ; j∈ J1 and hj :Xs × Aj→Bj; j∈ J2 are interpreted by
using the isomorphisms
Xs × Aj→Xsj  Xs→X Ajsj ; Xs × Aj→Bj  Xs→BAjj :
To be more precise, given a valuation v :Var→X +D, we de%ne a mapping v∗ :Terms
(;)→X +D as follows. The de%nition of v∗(t) is obvious if t is a variable or a
term with leading function symbol from Opns() ∪ Opns()). To see how function
symbols from Obs() are interpreted recall that the sth component of  : X →X is
s :Xs→
∏
j∈J1 X
Aj
sj ×
∏
j∈J2 B
Aj
j . Therefore (with J1 = {1; : : : ; m}; J2 = {m+ 1; : : : ; m′}),
v∗(gj(t1; t2)) = (j ◦ s(v∗(t1)))(v∗(t2)) ∈ Xsj ;
v∗(hj(t1; t2)) = (j ◦ s(v∗(t1)))(v∗(t2)) ∈ Bj:
Next, we de%ne the satisfaction relation. From the observational point of view two
elements of an (;)-structure are equal if they cannot be distinguished by observations
determined by the coalgebra functor , i.e. if they are -bisimilar. This idea leads to
our notion of -satisfaction of arbitrary %rst-order formulas where the equality symbol
is interpreted by -bisimulation. This idea corresponds to the notion of observational
satisfaction which originally goes back to Reichel [31].
Denition 6.7 (-satisfaction). Let (; ) an (;)-structure on X , Var a many-sorted
set of variables, v :Var→X +D a valuation and ’∈L(;). Then (; ); v |=| ’ is
de%ned by induction on the structure of ’:
• (; ); v |=| t1 = t2, where t1; t2 are terms of state sort s, iN there is a -bisimulation
R on  such that v∗(t1)Rsv∗(t2),
• (; ); v |=| t1 = t2, where t1; t2 are terms of parameter sort, iN v∗(t1)= v∗(t2),
• for logical connectives and quanti%ers as usual.
21 One sort for each of Xs; Aj; Bj; Ci . As mentioned already: the sorts for Xs are called state sorts (denoted
simply by s); the names Aj; Bj; Ci are used synonymously for the sorts and the sets.
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We use the following standard notation: Let M be an (;)-structure, ’ an (;)-
formula and ; a set of (;)-formulas. Then M |=| ; iN M |=| ’ for all ’∈;. Moreover,
; |=| ’ iN for all (;)-structures M : M |=| ; implies M |=| ’.
The next proposition (which is the analogue of [3], Theorem 3:11, where also a proof
can be found) tells that the above satisfaction relation is already determined by the
fact that the equality symbol is interpreted as equality in the behaviour of a structure.
Recall that we write |= for the standard %rst-order satisfaction relation that is de%ned
like |=| but using set-theoretic equality instead of -bisimulation in the %rst clause of
De%nition 6.7.
Proposition 6.8. Let (; ) be an (;)-structure and ’∈L(;). Then
(; ) |=| ’ i< ( S; S) |= ’:
Hence |=| is behavioural w.r.t. |= in the sense of De%nition 4.20. We can now apply
Corollary 4.22:
Theorem 6.9. Let ; be functors as in Section 6:1; let Sig be as in De;nition 6:3; let
Str ; bStr

 be the corresponding categories of (;)-structures; and Str; bStr :Sig
op
→CAT; * → *∗ the corresponding operations (De;nition 4:14); and let Sen be the
functor mapping signatures to the appropriate set of ;rst-order formulas. Then (Sig;
Sen;Str; |=| ); (Sig;Sen; bStr; |=| ) are institutions.
Proof. We use Corollary 4.22 (Sig according to De%nition 6.3 is a subcategory of Sig
according to De%nition 4.11; but Corollary 4.22 is invariant under taking subcategories
of Sig). That the behaviours together with standard satisfaction |= form an institution
is well known and yields condition (iii) of Corollary 4.22. (ii) is Proposition 6.8 and
(i) is Corollary 6.6.
6.3. Speci;cations
We introduce Aat and structured speci%cations. Flat speci%cations use the %rst-order
logic de%ned above. Structured speci%cations use the speci%cation-building operations
which come along with every institution, see for example Tarlecki [38].
Denition 6.10 (Flat speci;cations). An (;)-speci%cation Sp is a tuple (;;Ax)
where Ax is a set of formulas of L(;). The class of models Mod(Sp) of the
(;)-speci%cation Sp consists of all (;)-structures that -satisfy Ax, i.e.,
Mod(Sp) = {(; ) ∈ Set : (; )| |= Ax}:
Denition 6.11 (Structured speci;cations). Structured speci%cations are given by the
following speci%cation-building operations which assign to every speci%cation Sp a
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signature SigSp and a class of models ModSp: De%nition 6.10:
basic: For the speci%cations Sp=(;;Ax) of
• SigSp=(;),
• ModSp= {M ∈Str : M |=| Ax}.
union: For speci%cations Sp1 = (;;Ax1) Sp2 = (;;Ax2):
• Sig(Sp1 ∪Sp2)= (;),
• Mod(Sp1 ∪Sp2)= {M ∈Str : M |=| Ax1 ∪Ax2}.
translate: For Sp=(;;Ax) and * : (;)→ (′; ′):
• Sig(translate Sp by *)= (′; ′),
• Mod(translate Sp by *)= {M ∈Str′′ : *∗M |=| Ax}.
hide: For Sp=(′; ′;Ax′) and * : (;)→ (′; ′):
• Sig(hide Sp by *)= (;),
• Mod(hide Sp by *)= {*∗M ′ ∈Str : M ′ |=| Ax′}.
Example 6.12. Consider the speci%cation that is given by extending the signature in
Section 5 by the axioms given in Fig. 2. Let Sp1 = (;;Ax) be the Aat speci%cation
of Person as given by the signature (;) of Section 5 and by the set of axioms
Ax for Person. Let Sp2 = (
′; ′;Ax′) be the Aat speci%cation of Account as given
by the signature (′; ′) of Section 5 and by the set of axioms Ax′ for Account. An
example of a structured speci%cation is given by combining these two speci%cations.
Let * : (;)→ (′; ′) be the obvious signature morphism. Then the speci%cation of
Account together with Person is given by
(translate Sp1 by *) ∪ Sp2:
In the above speci%cation the behaviour of the operations is speci%ed by a complete
case distinction w.r.t. the given observers. It is not diFcult to see that this speci%cation
is a coinductive de%nition in the sense of Section 3.2. It follows from Proposition 3.11
that this speci%cation is consistent.
A more loose speci%cation can be obtained, for instance, by removing the equations
for the paycharge operation. Then the semantics of the speci%cation is still restricted
to those models where the interpretation of paycharge is compatible with the greatest
-bisimulation (since all models are (;)-structures).
7. Proof system
In this section we give a sound and complete proof system. We %rst treat Aat and
then structured speci%cations.
7.1. Proof system for Eat speci;cations
First we give the proof system, then we discuss the implications of using in%nitary
logic (which is needed for the completeness result). Finally, we give an example of a
proof in our system.
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Fig. 2. Axioms for Person and Account.
Because of the compatibility of the algebraic operations with -bisimulation, every
proof system sound for %rst-order logic is also sound for (;)-logic. What remains
to be done is to add axioms that capture -bisimulation. This is done in the usual way
using contexts (see De%nition 6.2).
The set of variables of parameter sort of a context c is denoted by Var(c). We write
∀Var(c) to denote quanti%cation over all these variables in Var(c). Next, we formulate
a coinductive proof principle for (;)-logic which is expressed by the following
axiom:
Denition 7.1 (CoInd).
(CoInd)s = ∀x; y ∈ X :
∧
c∈Cont()s
(∀Var(c): c[x] = c[y])⇒ x = y
and CoInd = {(CoInd)s; 16s6n} where n is the number of state sorts.
Whether the axiom is in%nitary depends on the bisimulation de%ned by the coalgebra
functor . In the Account example from Section 5 it is in%nitary, because – intuitively
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– observationally equivalent accounts have to have the same balance after an arbitrary
number of undo-operations. If we omit undo from the speci%cation, the axiom becomes
%nitary.
Denition 7.2 ((;)-proof system). Let ; be functors as in Section 6, let D be
a data algebra and Th(D) the set of in%nitary %rst-order formulas satis%ed by D.
We write ; ’ iN ; ∪ {CoInd} ∪ Th(D)’ where  denotes derivability w.r.t. a
sound and complete proof system for in%nitary %rst-order logic as given, for instance,
in [20].
Obviously, the coinductive proof principle is sound, since our semantic objects are
(;)-structures whose operations are required to be compatible with the observational
equivalence given by the greatest -bisimulation. In previous approaches in the litera-
ture (see, e.g., [27, 1]) this property is not assumed and therefore has %rst to be checked
before the coinductive proof principle can be applied.
Theorem 7.3 (Soundness and completeness).
;  ’ ⇔ ; |=| ’:
Proof (Sketch): Soundness follows from the remarks above. The proof of completeness
uses the completeness proof in [14] by showing that their models (called observational
algebras) and (;)-structures are in a one-to-one correspondence. The main diNerence
between observational algebras and (;)-structures is that in [14] the data algebra
is not %xed in advance but part of the speci%cation. Now, using ; ∪ Th(D) as a
speci%cation for observational algebras and observing that, according to Scott’s theorem
(see e.g. [20]), Th(D) determines the data part up to isomorphism (since the data
algebra is assumed to be countable, since the data signature ) allows to denote every
element of D, and since the logic has in%nitary disjunctions), it is not diFcult to
show that the observational algebras for ; ∪ Th(D) are in one-to-one correspondence
to the (;)-structures for ;. Showing that this correspondence preserves and reAects
validity %nishes the proof.
Let us discuss the use of in%nitary logic. First note that if there are only direct
observers there exist (up to -equivalence) only %nitely many observable contexts and
hence CoInd is %nitary. In this case we can choose a formal (i.e. %nitary) proof
system and any available theorem prover for %rst-order logic can be used.
Second, if there are also indirect observers there may be in%nitely many observable
contexts and CoInd becomes in%nitary. In this case, the above completeness result
is mainly of theoretical interest. However, it is important to note that the in%nitary
formulas CoInd can still be very useful. In practical examples the in%nitary premise
of CoInd can often be established by a simple inductive proof. Using a result of
[2] it is even possible to encode the in%nitary formulas CoInd by %nitary ones if
one introduces auxiliary symbols and reachability constraints. Hence, the problem of
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the non-completeness of %nitary proof systems for (;)-logic corresponds exactly to
the non-completeness of %nitary proof systems for inductively de%ned data types (in
particular of arithmetic). A recent study of the incompleteness of behavioural logics
can be found in [6]. Finally, let us note that in the case of Aat speci%cations we could
replace the use of in%nitary formulas by giving the formulas (CoInd)s as in%nitary
rules.
Example 7.4. Consider the example of the Account speci%cation from Fig. 2 and
suppose one wants to show that
∀x ∈ account: x:paycharge = x:update(−10):
We can write the Account-component of CoInd as
∀x; y ∈ account: ∧
i∈N
x:undoi:bal = y:undoi:bal ∧
∧
i∈N
x:undoi:owner:name = y:undoi:owner:name ∧
∧
i∈N
x:undoi:owner:address = y:undoi:owner:address ⇒ x = y:
Instantiating x with x:paycharge and y with x:update(−10), the premise of the implica-
tion above follows directly from the axioms in Fig. 2. Note that the proof uses that we
may deduce from x:paycharge= x:update(−10) the equality x:paycharge:t= x:update
(−10):t for a term t of appropriate type. This substitution is only sound because the
operations paycharge and update are assumed to respect the observational equivalence
de%ned by the coalgebraic signature.
7.2. Proof system for structured speci;cations
Corresponding to the speci%cation-building operators there are the following proof
rules de%ning the relation :
basic: From Ax  ’ derive (;;Ax)’.
union: From Sp’ derive Sp ∪ Sp′ ’ and Sp′ ∪ Sp’.
translate: From Sp’ derive translate Sp by *Sen(*)(’).
hide: From Sp′ Sen(*)(’) derive hide Sp′ by *’.
Soundness and completeness now follow from general results on institutions.
Theorem 7.5 (Soundness and completeness). The above proof system is sound and
complete.
Proof (Sketch): Soundness of this proof system follows from a general soundness
result for institutions of Sannella and Tarlecki [37]. Completeness uses Borzyszkowski’s
[5] completeness result for institutions. According to [5] it has to be checked that the
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institutions satisfy the amalgamation and interpolation properties. This can be done as
in [13].
8. Conclusion
(;)-structures provide the foundations of a Aexible speci%cation technique for
state-based systems which extends standard coalgebraic speci%cations by incorporating
the basic ideas of observational logic. But there is one point where the approach of this
paper is still less expressive than the one of [14]. There, it is possible to treat observers
with multiple arguments of state sort (“binary observers”) as long as one argument is
designated to be the observed one. This is a useful feature in speci%cations (consider
e.g. “isin”-methods like isin : bank × account→Bool which should be an observer for
the %rst argument but not for the second). Unfortunately it is not yet clear to us how
to solve this problem in this setting.
On the other hand, the approach of this paper is also more general than [14] because
the development in Sections 3 and 4 puts no restriction on the functors ,  to be
‘algebraic’. For example, it seems natural to drop the restrictions on  introduced in
Section 6 and allow for functors describing non-deterministic coalgebras (involving +
and =or powerset). Since the use of equational logic in this paper is essentially due to
the fact that the special format of the functors  allows to transform them into functors
for algebras (see [24]) we would expect a combination of algebraic and coalgebraic
(i.e. modal) logics to be useful in this setting (concerning coalgebras and modal logic
see [29, 34, 33, 18, 21–23]).
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